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About This Game

Aqua Moto Racing Utopia

Aqua Moto Racing Utopia™ is a challenging watercraft racing game which combines extreme speed, stunts and state-of-the
art water simulation into a modern action filled gaming experience.

Featuring an extensive career mode with three single player Championship campaigns, 4 player split screen racing and also an 8
player Online racing mode, Aqua Moto Racing Utopia will bring you hours upon hours of action filled fun. Add to that 4

creative party modes for that perfect gaming party.

Aqua Moto Racing Utopia lets you create your your own unique avatar to show off online with its powerful creation tool. The
tool also lets you design your own vehicle to stand out from the pack when you push past that last competitor to claim first place

in a tight race.

Sharpen your riding skills to perfection in 10 different beautiful environments with different weather and lighting conditions.
Learn when to, and not to, push that boost button to pass your competitors through calm water or through huge North Sea waves.

When it all blows over you ride your watercraft towards the setting sun in a perfect gaming Utopia!

Single Player Campaigns_____ __ Game Modes___________
Runabout Division Custom Race
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Ski Division Freestyle
Freestyle Division Party Modes

Local Multiplay
Online Multiplay
Free Exploration

Leisure Modes____________ __ key Features______________
Duckling Mama 10 Different Environments

Aqua Moto Hockey 50 Challenging Racing Tracks
King Of the Hill 44 Watercraft
Keep the Flag Interactive water

Customizable avatar rider
Vehicle color settings

Kontroller and/or keyboard
Big Picture ready
Roaring engines
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Title: Aqua Moto Racing Utopia
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Zordix AB
Publisher:
Zordix AB
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: AMD Dual-Core 2GHz or Intel Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Atleast 1GB vram, Shader Model 5

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,French,German,Portuguese,Italian,Polish,Russian
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Pretty interesting game. I just started to play, but those sexy characters are awesome xD
It's very helpful that your recruits give you rage points too, cuz stashing it by yourself would be too boring. AFK system in
quests and battles are very useful if you play from work, cuz it gives you more freedom to direct your real time. The only thing
which confuses me is what the recruits gain their levels too slow. But I think that in the future this system will be realized better.
Will see.. \ud83d\udc4c\ud83c\udffb. I have absolutely no idea how a person plays this game. you create the island and what?. A
word of warning: I think the devs have pretty much disappeared several months back, so treat this game as frozen in its final
state.

They weren't kidding about the number of unique spells and the variety of classes & races available, and the game definitely has
replayability thanks to the random generation of floors, and the different traits available on each level up. The RNG may be a
bit too skewed against the player, especially in terms of rune drops, but personally I find it on par with BoI:R. Apart from the usual
dungeon crawling, the tricky side challenges test your proficiency in using specific spells or fighting specific enemies.

Admittedly the joy of discovery wanes once you earn all of the spells and encounter all of the enemies, but I reckon it'll be quite a
long while before you reach that point. And a UX design gripe: there's no "quick restart" option like in many other rogue-
likes\/rogue-lites, so you have to navigate from the starting menu again to select the same options as for the previous run if you
want to.

Still, I think it's worth getting this interesting time-killer, especially now that it's on sale. If you don't mind the once-in-a-while crash..
I love this game! Great fun with any number of people. Great for large groups. Easy to learn but deep strategy. An amazing deal
for the $1.99 price tag!. Game is dead, let the Youtubers play it,

if they still are.. cool game!!!. What I love about this season of the series is that we get to see our cute Angela when she is little.
What I never expected from this season is that ANGELA IS JAILED! What a twist! LOL!

At least, it is really nice to see how Angela did not take jailing into a negative perception but in fact, getting inspiration from her
time in jail. In another word, she honestly make everything and every single moments worth it.

I also extremely adore the new character named Chloe. Would be lovely to see Chloe have her own series regarding her
photography lifestyle.
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this game is really fun and easy to pick up. i have never spraypainted myself but still i could make some nice art. its fun looks
nice runs good and is easy to pick up. if you have vr i would totally recomended. the first minute i played this i wanted a refund
. Really nice to be driving on Brands Hatch in this game,the physics are spot on:D. One of the weaker maps added via DLC, but
totally worth the money, Trendy just never let us , Dungeon Defenders fans down :) 7\/10. This game is all about Climbing
mountains as Frogs, with a phenomenal 2-4 player local multiplayer action and a great single player challenge in daily mountain.
If you are in to local multiplayer party games, or if you want to have the best time at the daily mountain this is a must have
game!

So grab some friends and controllers and climb those mountains!
. I bought this game for my 4-year-old. She loves it and says it is "awesome". Can't get a better recommendation than that.. learn
the pattern
ok game..

Third Weekly Challenge Champions are crowned!:
Congratulations to:

1st: NeacsuDanielPetrisor 1:55:31
2nd: K1dX 1:59:65
3rd: beef5layer 2:01:49

We will be sending a medal to NeacsuDanielPetrisor. Good luck to everyone in the competitions this week! Looking forward to
crowning our 4th Champion!

/The Zordix Team. The results are in for week 6!:
We congratulate the winners of week 6:
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First Place: WaterLemon 1:55:36
Second Place: fredso 2:00:92
Third Place:  Uhru 2:01:05

Well fought everyone! See you all next week!

/The Zordix Team. Aqua Moto Racing Utopia leaves Early Access!:
Aqua Moto Racing Utopia is coming out of the closet, making the change, opening the door to a new future. It has made the
transition from Early Access to Full Release. We want to thank all you Steamers for the help with feedback to make it better
and spreading the word.

We will continue to support the game and there will be more things added later on. News on that will be released when it is time
to do so.

At the same time we will be releasing Patch 5 for the game. We have been working on a lot of stuff inside the game this time.
Some tech changes, stabilization and network related issues we have found. With this release we feel that we have a stable game
which we can proudly sell at our full prize. In many ways we are more stable than many AAA games out there.

Release Notes

Graphic improvements

3 New “Mini Boss” AI characters

Bug fixes in Network Code

Fixes in AI way-finding

Fixes in split screen play modes

Boss Characters

Liza Drago, Italy
A supreme stunt expert of unmatched driving skills who likes to be challenged. She is fearless and keeps up the speed even in
narrow passages.
Nickname: The Dragon

Zhang Duck-hwan - Freestyle Division Champion
Zhang Duck-hwan, South Korea
Knows how to put on a show. A true master when it comes to performing stunts. His name means ”integrity returns” i Korean,
which is good as his opponents like to call him ”The Duck in the Air”.
Nickname: The Duck

Andrew Rocket - Runabout Division Champion
Andrew Rocket, USA
Loves high speed, and to activate the turbo speed boost.
Nickname: The Rocket. A price reminder:
The price you see now is only two thirds of the price that Aqua Moto Racing Utopia will cost in the end. When we go from
Early Access to full game the price will be raised by 33%. In USD it is now 19.99 and will be raised to 29.99.. Lowered
Graphics Needs:
We have done some testing and come to the conclusion that a graphics card with 1GB Graphics Memory works just fine after
the last patch. Have fun!
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